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This is a quick guide to help you find a new job. And let’s face it, if you are reading this you

either want a new job, or you need a new job. You may be here because of a recent reduction

in force, lay off or termination. Or maybe you’re ahead of the game and you’re being proactive

due to a recent company acquisition or suddenly critical manager. Whether you’re just testing

the job market, or already out of work, this eBook will empower you to effectively start your

next job search. The next 10 pages will outline the basic steps of a successful job hunt. Learn

how to make your resume more attractive to recruiters, create a professional network, and ace

your next interview. All in less than 30 minutes.
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LaLa, “Awesome Job Search Tool!. Awesome tool to prepare me for my job hunt! Clearly

written, valuable information for those in the job market, looking forward to using the

suggestions outlined in this book!”

RICKSTRR, “Helpful. Super dope book i would recommend to anyone looking for employment”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A must have. Great tool for job seekers!”

Jason Powell, “Look no further. This is exactly what I was needing to help gather thoughts on

resume building and the information to add. I feel better about going forward in the job market

and especially within a pandemic environment and it's CERTAINLY worth the $2. Thanks for

the information.”

Jerrica, “AMAZING E-Book!!. Amazing book!! I recommend this to everyone looking for a job

and people who currently have a job.”

Chris L, “Highly recommended. This is a super quick read with several relevant points to

consider. This guide could be a game changer if you need some professional “insider” help

navigating through the recruitment and networking process.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 8 people have provided feedback.
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